ENAR ORDER FORM

19 may 21

Date _____________________ Referred by������������������������ Enlightened Therapies Pty Ltd
ABN 96 099 251 117

Name or Co.������������������������������������������������ info@enlightenedtherapies.com
Delivery ����������������������������������������������������

30 Park St Coledale NSW 2515
PO Box 3130 Austinmer NSW 2515
Phone
+ 61 (2) 4268 2222
Toll Free 1300 305 107

Work/Home Ph ___________________ Mob������������������������

www.enar.com.au

Address ���������������������������������������������������

Email ������������������������������������������������������
PRODUCTs

PRICE
Special * $ave $100 *

$890

Special includes 2 sets sticky pads + 2-way leads $ave $75 *

free

ENAR Self-Treat Extension Handle

$145

ENAR Therapy System Device

ENAR Through-Hair Brush $120
ENAR Probe fine $100

$

Y small $100

ENAR Bell Mushroom Massaging Electrodes

$175

ENAR Remote Face Probe

$120

Acu-Point Probe

ENAR ET Sturdy 2-Way Leads $25

4-Way Leads $70

$

ENAR Sticky Pads 8sml

2ex-lge

$ 25

4lge

2B’fly

Silicon Pads 2 of 75, or 95mm Velcro Band 40/60/80/100 mm

$ 25

Conductive Glove $55

$

Sock $55

Knee $75

$220

ENAR Multi-Headed Probes Set of 3 pairs

$2460

ENAR Therapist Kit incl ENAR, 2 Day Training & Access’s Kit.
ENAR Live Training Therapy Basic Certificate - Day 1

$330

ENAR Live Training Therapist Advanced Certificate - Day 2

$330

ENAR Live Training Integral Beauty Cosmetology - Day 3

$330

INFRABED Posture~Pillow Wedge

EndoBelt/FlexiPad

$440

INFRABED MiniPad 45cmsq$440

ChairPod 92cm$880

INFRABED Medium150cm $1360

Single194x80 $1660

INFRABED Medium & Single includes BioBlanket $ave $330

FREE

Energy - BioBlanket Single (120cm x 200cm) 3kg

$330

Energy - BioBlanket Double (240cm x 200cm) 6kg

$660

Energy - BioBlanket Zip-up Covers (Single $88 Double $144)

$

+ Freight Costs

Devices $20, Blankets $25, InfraBeds vary

TOTAL

$

Comb-Brush $145

Y large $145

QTY

(call us)

TOTAL FREIGHT International charges vary - (Please request price)

CREDIT CARD PAYMEMENTS
Visa  

Mastercard

ARTG
147761

payment plans
ET = Interest Free
REpayment OPTIONS *
EG : Pay 50% upfront &
Pay Balance in 50 days
by arrangement *

FREE SUPPORT
¬¬ ENAR devices are sold
with a Two Year Repair or
Replacement Warranty.
¬¬ Training Resources incl
DVD & Colour Manual
¬¬ Free local call cost
Help-Line 1300 305 107
¬¬ Free Life-Time Ongoing
ENAR Advice & Support

Our Guarantee
Enlightened Therapies
Ongoing Support Guarantee
ET will respond personally
to you within 48 hours and
will provide help on how best
to use your ENAR therapy
device and accessories.
ENAR two year replacement
warranty is for manufacturing
defects. (Not for user misuse.)
After its two year warranty
period your device may be
sent to us for assessment,
service, repair, and / or
replacement options.

American Express

Card No. __ __ __ __   __ __ __ __   __ __ __ __   __ __ __ __ Expiry ___ /___ CCV ___ ___ ___
Name on Card_________________________ Signature_______________________________ 
BANK TRANSFER to: ANZ Bank, Thirroul Branch - BSB: 012482 - Account: 198019451
(SWIFT Code: ANZ BAU 3M) - Identify with your surname as reference, then advise ET.
(Please send COPY of the deposit transaction to info@enlightenedtherapies.com

YOUR feedback
What are you hoping to treat?
How did you hear about ET?

ENAR ACCESSORIES
ENAR Self-Treat Extension Handle

$145

ENAR Through-Hair Brush (or Comb)

The ENAR Extension Handle
is ideal for self-treating the back
and other hard to reach areas.
Simply open the arms into their
lock out position, clip the ENAR
into place and start treating
around your torso and over the
shoulders.

ENAR Fine-Point Wand Probe

$100

Through-Hair Brush $120 (or
Comb $145) ensures excellent
skin contact when working
directly on the scalp or other
areas where there may be
abundant hair. Good for cranial
neuro stimulation, for stroke,
and perfect to treat animals.

ENAR Bell Mushroom Electrodes

This very fine point beauty
electrode is perfect for treating
the face, fine lines, spots and
wrinkles. The wand’s unique
design means it is only for
treating yourself, because one
end of the circuit is through the
hand holding it.

ENAR Y-Point Probes

$100

$25
ENAR 2-Way Leads are useful
for applying ongoing treatment
to areas like the back, knees or
shoulders, where you can ‘set
the device and forget it’. With
ENAR in a pocket, you can
enjoy a treatment whilst
moving. New L-Shaped plug.

ENAR Adhesive Pads

$25
Adhesive Electrode Sticky
Pads are reusable. Supplied in
a pack of 8 Small pads, 4 Large
pads, 2 X-Large or 2 Butterfly
pairs.Useful in applying to any
areas requiring extended ENAR
therapy. Stickiness can be
revived with a drop of water.

$175

ENAR bell mushroom probes
are handheld extension
electrodes for massage style
remote access. Treat areas
large, small or long and patients
themselves can deliver treatment to areas that are sensitive
or require micro massage.

ENAR Acu-Point Probe

The Small Y-probe is an
invaluable accessory for
treating around toes, fingers,
face and neck.
The Large Y-Probe ($145)
electrode balls are ideal for
large and long muscles and
for sweeping the spine and the
three pathways.
ENAR 2-Way Leads

$120

$120

The Acu-Point Probe is an
extension electrode for treating
key-points. ENAR functional for
Dose mode, and for personal
dental. Acupuncturists use
ENAR with the Acu-Point Probe
to precisely treat meridians and
fine key-points.

ENAR 4-Way Leads

$70
The 4-Way Leads are able to
apply treatment to an even
more dispersed area and are
useful in energetic techniques
where the goal is to lift overall
energy. You can enjoy a lengthy
treatment while going about
other activities.

Long Handle Multi-Headed Probes Set

$220

This set of long handled
Multi-headed Probes can be
interchanged from convex, to
medium or fine headed round
probes, simply by unscrewing.
Get into narrow areas, or keypoints. eg facials.

